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"This Trusts and Estates casebook provides the fundamentals in an accessible and straightforward manner.
Designed with particular attention toward new professors and those looking for a shorter book that covers
all the crucial aspects of trusts and estates practice"-- Complete with headnotes, summaries of decisions,
statements of cases, points and authorities of counsel, annotations, tables, and parallel references. This
casebook introduces students to the principles of estate planning and challenges them to analyze simulated

client scenarios. Featuring a case-study and problems approach in which the principles of estate planning
are first introduced and then demonstrated through student analysis of short exercises and simulated client
situations. A forms supplement on a CD is an additional tool for giving students practice with drafting
exercises. The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on
legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving
lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more.
In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain
each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify
proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary action is
possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
Covers all the published and all the important unpublished decisions and opinions of the Department of the
Interior First series, books 1-43, includes "Notes on U.S. reports" by Walter Malins Rose. Includes the
decisions of the Supreme Courts of Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas, and Court of Appeals of
Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug. 1892, Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb. 1893-Jan./Feb. 1928,
Courts of Civil and Criminal Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov. 1907, Court of Appeals of Indian
Territory; May/June 1927-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Appeals of Missouri and Commission of Appeals of
Texas. A record of cases argued and determined in the various courts of York County; together with reports
and abstracts of the most important cases adjudicated throughout the Commonwealth. CCH's 1041 Express
Answers is the ideal quick-answer tool for busy tax practitioners who prepare fiduciary income tax returns.
Updated annually, 1041 Express Answers is a spiral-bound resource that helps practitioners prepare Form
1041 tax returns quickly, easily and accurately -- with practical, plain-English guidance that clearly explains
the rules and procedures that the preparer needs to know to correctly complete the required tax forms. It is
designed specifically for busy tax practitioners who need a ready answer to questions that arise while
actually preparing the return.


